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Weapons Rack III

Pistol RackWeapons  
Rack II

WEAPONS RACK II
1. Racks are a 2-piece design, consisting of a welded 

frame and butt holder with a separate adjustable 
barrel rest. The barrel rest is painted powder-coat 
black and dipped in vinyl coating to protect long 
gun barrels. The frame is available in all Spacesaver 
powder coat colors.

2. Bungee cords can be ordered separately to prevent 
weapons from dislodging when used in mobile 
systems. See Weapons Rack II Accessories in the 
Commercial Price List.

3. Racks can stand-alone or be secured inside 4-Post 
and Case Shelving. Racks should be placed on a 
bottom shelf with a minimum depth of 10". For a 
complete finished look, add a plain shelf at the 
top of the rack. It is required that you use two (2) 
reinforcements per shelf when you are stacking racks.

WEAPONS RACK III
1. Requires Spacesaver 4-Post Shelving sections for 

mounting. 4-Post Shelving sold separately.

2. Minimum 10" deep shelves/uprights needed. 10" 
deep shelving will  support weapons with scopes or 
pistol grips.  
NOTE: When using Hinged Doors with 10" deep 
4-Post Shelving, a modification to the butt plate 
may be required. When using deeper shelving with 
Hinged Doors, no modification is necessary.

3. Available in the following widths: 30", 36", 42" & 48".

4. SWR3XX: Each Weapons Rack III Kit includes one 
(1) base plate [powder-coated in any standard color 
with black rubber stock pads] and one (1) black vinyl-
coated barrel rest.

5. Barrel rest adjusts up and down in 4-Post Shelving 
keyhole slots to accommodate a variety of weapon 
lengths.

6. Can be configured for two levels of long gun storage.

7. In Mechanical Assist mobile applications, bungee 
cords and eyehook kits (SWR2K36 or SWR2K48) 
should be used.

PISTOL RACKS
1. Pistol Racks are a 2-piece design that mount directly 

to Spacesaver 4-Post or Case-Type shelves. The 
barrel and butt rests are vinyl-coated to protect 
handguns.

2. The complete 2-piece unit is 6" deep. The 
recommended minimum shelf depth, depending on 
the type of handgun being stored is 10". 15" deep 
shelves are recommended to accommodate extra 
long barrel lengths. When storing basically one-type 
of weapon, such as 9mm, place racks on 10" deep 
shelves and incorporate into a storage system along 
with the long gun weapon racks.

3. Recommended shelf spacing is 9" on center.

4. Pistol Racks should be attached to the front of the 
shelves so that barrels point in and can hang off the 
back of the shelf. NEVER position weapons so that 
the barrels face a person.
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